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Adobe InDesign Creative Cloud Revealed
Discover all that Photoshop CS6 has to offer with
ADVANCED ADOBE PHOTOSHOP CS6 REVEALED. This
book teaches advanced design techniques using one
of the most popular photo-editing programs on the
market. Using step-by-step tutorials, you work with
curves, levels, blending modes, painting and drawing
tools, and the latest Photoshop special effects to
create professional-quality designs and images. You
are challenged not only as a Photoshop user but as a
designer, following the steps a designer would take to
complete real-world projects. You also see what works
in a design and what doesn't. You then take your craft
to the next level by using the advanced end-ofchapter learning projects. The Data Files used to
complete the projects found in the book are now
available online. For access information please refer
to the directions available in the preface of the book.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Digital Foundations
Graphic design professionals and design students
alike have embraced Adobe InDesign as the industry
standard for page layout software—and they're
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mastering it with ADOBE INDESIGN CREATIVE CLOUD.
A thorough, in-depth exploration of the latest release,
this highly visual book covers all the fundamental
concepts, starting with the workspace and proceeding
logically and intuitively to more advanced topics.
Chock full of new lessons covering new features, this
edition retains its step-by-step tutorials and userfriendly design, resulting in a resource that is
comprehensive, clear, and effective. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Adobe Dreamweaver Creative Cloud
Revealed
Discover all that Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 has to
offer! Whether you're looking for a thorough
introduction to Dreamweaver or a reliable reference
for your web design and development work, this
proven resource is an ideal choice. ADOBE
DREAMWEAVER CS6 REVEALED combines vibrant, fullcolor illustrations and clear, step-by-step tutorials to
help you master the industry-standard web
development software. In addition to detailed
information on the current Dreamweaver interface,
features, and functionality, the guide includes handson projects and real-world case studies to help you
hone your skills and appreciate their professional
relevance. The book highlights features new to CS6
and explores cutting-edge web standards and design
trends, including CSS3 best practices, HTML5 layouts,
multiscreen preview, and media queries for mobile
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devices. Additional online tools and
content—including HTML5, Flash, and video
files—enable you to apply what you learn by
developing actual web content. The author, an
experienced design professional and award-winning
educator, also emphasizes fundamental web design
principles, helping you develop knowledge and skills
that go beyond a specific software package and can
serve you well throughout your career. The Data Files
used to complete the projects found in the book are
now available online. For access information please
refer to the directions available in the preface of the
book. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

The Design Collection Revealed: Adobe
InDesign CS6, Photoshop CS6 &
Illustrator CS6
YouTube For Dummies takes the classic Dummies tact
in helping tech novices get a handle on a popular
technology that more tech-savvy audiences consider
"simple." With so much content on YouTube getting
media attention, more first-timers are jumping on the
site and they need help. The book also helps the next
step audience of users looking to add content to
YouTube. Content includes: Watching the Tube includes getting your PC ready for YouTube viewing,
finding video, signing up for an account, and creating
favorites. Loading Video to YouTube—covers the nuts
and bolts of shooting video, transferring it to a PC,
editing it, and sending it up to YouTube. Bringing
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Along YouTube—covers the various ways you can use
YouTube video in places other than on the site.
Includes mobile YouTube and adding videos to your
MySpace page or another Web site. I Always Wanted
To Direct—explores how to use YouTube's directors
program to upload longer video, use the site for
marketing, or launch your own videoblog.

Adobe Illustrator Creative Cloud
Revealed
Readers gain practical experience with the software
as they work through end-of-chapter learning projects
and step-by-step tutorials. An integration chapter
demonstrates how to move from one application to
the other.

InDesign CS5 Bible
The book you're reading about right now was created
with Adobe InDesign CC. And that's the case no
matter which reading format you prefer--whether it's
the physical book made of plant fiber and ink, or the
digital version made of electrons in an e-reader. In
fact, most of the books, magazines, posters, and
brochures you see were likely made with InDesign as
well. It's all around you. Adobe InDesign CC: A
Complete Course and Compendium of Features is
your guide to building publications great or small in
this ubiquitous page layout application. First, with a
complete Course that includes a set of projects and
lessons derived from the curriculum of award-winning
and Adobe Certified Instructor Steve Laskevitch, you
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will learn the procedures needed to use InDesign
professionally. Dozens of lessons are included that
can be applied to any document you have in mind:
engineering proposals, marketing collateral, spec
sheets, magazines, newsletters, books, and more.
Through these step-by-step lessons, you'll be exposed
to all of InDesign's features in practical contexts and
its best practices for publishing workflows. To
complete the Course, we'll supply lesson documents
and their assets to download. These can even serve
as starting points for your own projects. Then, for
greater depth of knowledge and subsequent
reference, you'll use the Compendium to uncover
more of the "how" and "why" of InDesign and
publishing tech in general. With each topic easy to
access, you can find and explore all of InDesign's key
features and concepts in depth. With cross references
between the Course and Compendium, the two parts
of the book complement each other perfectly. Best of
all, when the lessons in the Course are done, the
Compendium will continue to serve for months and
years to come. Learn step by step how to: - Create
documents from postcards and posters to large books
- Take control of typography and more with styles Combine images with text for compelling layouts Use color with predictable results - Prepare
documents for both print and electronic output - And
much more! "I've known Steve for over 20 years, and
have always admired his empathy and passion for
generously sharing his knowledge with others. He
leverages his deep understanding of InDesign and
takes the time to share what he hears from users to
advocate on their behalf directly to the InDesign team
to make the product better. This book will definitely
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help you become a more efficient InDesign user." -Michael Ninness Formerly InDesign Product Manager
Now Adobe's Senior Director "Steve's long
relationship with Adobe InDesign and the people who
actually built it make him the ideal person to guide
any designer through the rich toolset that is Adobe
InDesign. While his smouldering good looks and James
Bond-like sophistication will not be of any value to the
reader, his in-depth knowledge, years of delivering
training, patience and good humour almost certainly
will." -- Chris Kitchener Ex Group Product Manager for
Adobe InDesign and Adobe Illustrator

Adobe Illustrator CS3
THE DESIGN COLLECTION REVEALED provides
comprehensive step-by-step instruction and in-depth
explanation for three of today's most widely used
design and layout programs: Adobe InDesign CS6,
Adobe Photoshop CS6, and Adobe Illustrator CS6. You
will gain practical experience with the software as you
work through end-of-chapter learning projects and
step-by-step tutorials. An integration chapter
demonstrates how to move from one application to
the other. Full-color illustrations and a user-friendly
design combine to create a robust learning
experience. The Data Files used to complete the
projects found in the book are now available online.
For access information please refer to the directions
available in the preface of the book. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
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Adobe Indesign CC
This book is designed as a software-based lab book to
complement a standard textbook in an engineering
statics course, which is usually taught at the
undergraduate level. This book can also be used as an
auxiliary workbook in a CAE or Finite Element Analysis
course for undergraduate students. Each book comes
with a disc containing video demonstrations, a quick
introduction to SOLIDWORKS, and all the part files
used in the book. This textbook has been carefully
developed with the understanding that CAE software
has developed to a point that it can be used as a tool
to aid students in learning engineering ideas,
concepts and even formulas. These concepts are
demonstrated in each section of this book. Using the
graphics-based tools of SOLIDWORKS Motion can help
reduce the dependency on mathematics to teach
these concepts substantially. The contents of this
book have been written to match the contents of
most statics textbooks. There are 8 chapters in this
book. Each chapter is designed as one week’s
workload, consisting of 2 to 3 sections. Each section is
designed for a student to follow the exact steps in
that section and learn a concept or topic of statics.
Typically, each section takes 15-40 minutes to
complete the exercises. Each copy of this book comes
with a disc containing videos that demonstrate the
steps used in each section of the book, a 123 page
introduction to Part and Assembly Modeling with
SOLIDWORKS in PDF format, and all the files readers
may need if they have any trouble. The concise
introduction to SOLIDWORKS PDF is designed for
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those students who have no experience with
SOLIDWORKS and want to feel more comfortable
working on the exercises in this book. All of the same
content is available for download on the book’s
companion website.

Adobe Photoshop CS6 Revealed
Graphic design professionals and design students
alike have embraced Adobe InDesign as the industry
standard for page layout software—and they're
mastering it with ADOBE INDESIGN CS6 REVEALED. A
thorough, in-depth exploration of the latest release,
this highly visual book covers all the fundamental
concepts, starting with the workspace and proceeding
logically and intuitively to more advanced topics.
Chock full of new lessons covering new features, this
edition retains its step-by-step tutorials and userfriendly design, resulting in a resource that is
comprehensive, clear, and effective. The Data Files
used to complete the projects found in the book are
now available online. For access information please
refer to the directions available in the preface of the
book. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

InDesign CS6
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR CREATIVE CLOUD REVEALED
offers you comprehensive coverage in all areas of
Adobe Illustrator. Beginning with fundamental
concepts and progressing to in-depth exploration of
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the software's full set of features, these step-by-step
lessons offer you a guided tour of all the program's
great features - including an illustrated tutorial on
“how to draw with the Pen tool” that you won't find in
any other book. This new edition highlights extensive
coverage of important and exciting new features,
including dramatic improvements to Illustrator's builtin tracing utility and a major upgrade for creating
patterns. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

Adobe InDesign CS6 Revealed
The bestselling, comprehensive reference on
Photoshop, fully updated to CS5. Photoshop is the
gold standard for image-editing programs and is used
by professional photographers, graphic designers, and
Web designers as well as hobbyists. More than
300,000 copies of this comprehensive reference have
been sold in previous editions; this edition is fully
updated to cover Photoshop CS5’s newest features
and includes a 16-page full-color insert. Photoshop is
the industry standard for image-editing software used
in both print and digital media, with more than four
million users worldwide This comprehensive guide
covers beginning to advanced techniques, from
learning your way around the windows and tools to
working with Camera Raw images Covers retouching,
color correcting, manipulating, and combining
images; working with the File Browser, histogram
palette, Lens Blur, and the color replacement tool;
customizable keyboard shortcuts; how to create
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cutting-edge special effects for digital or film-based
images, and much more This revised edition of
Photoshop Bible is the reference tool that graphic
designers, photographers, and Web designers will
refer to many times over.

Adobe Illustrator CS6
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest,
most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Illustrator
CC (2019 release) choose Adobe Illustrator CC
Classroom in a Book (2019 release) from the bestselling series of hands-on software training workbooks
from Adobe Press. The 15 project-based lessons show
users the key techniques for realizing your creative
potential with Adobe Illustrator CC. Following handson step-by-step projects, users create logos,
illustrations, posters, and more. Explore the new
streamlined Tools panel and all of the features
essential for being creative in Illustrator, including
working with the Shaper tool and Live Shapes along
with dynamic symbols to streamline graphics
creation. Create website assets and export them in
multiple formats to support modern responsive web
designs. From exacting illustration to free-form
painting, you’ll build a strong foundation in Illustrator
as you progress through the lessons. The online
companion files include all the necessary assets for
readers to complete the projects featured in each. All
buyers of the book get full access to the Web Edition:
A Web-based version of the complete ebook
enhanced with video and multiple-choice quizzes.
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Adobe Photoshop CC Classroom in a
Book (2019 Release)
Adobe Illustrator CC is the most popular vector
illustration application available. Print and screen
designers use it to create powerful artwork composed
of shapes, color, and highly styled text. Illustrator is a
necessary tool for anyone considering a career in the
visual design or illustration field. Learn Adobe
Illustrator CC by building cool creative projects that
teach you how to: Design and illustrate a promotional
postcard Style text to create a logotype for a business
Combine illustrations and text to create infographics
Trace a photograph to use in an eye-catching concert
poster Design icons and graphics for a mobile device
interface This study guide uses video integrated with
text to help you gain real-world skills that will get you
started in your career in graphic design using Adobe
Illustrator CC 2018 and lays the foundation for taking
the Adobe Certified Associate (ACA) certification exam
in that field. A mix of 6 project-based lessons, 8 hours
of practical videos, and interactive quizzes prepares
you for an entry-level position in a competitive job
market. Purchasing this book gives you access to
valuable online extras. Follow the instructions in the
book’s “Getting Started” section to unlock access to:
Web Edition containing instructional video embedded
in the complete text of the book with interactive
review questions along with product updates
Downloadable lesson files you need to work through
the projects in the book

Adobe Photoshop CS6 Classroom in a
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Book
Those creative professionals seeking the fastest,
easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe
Flash Professional CS6 choose Adobe Flash
Professional CS6 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe
Creative Team. The 10 project-based lessons in this
book show readers step-by-step the key techniques
for working in Flash CS6. Readers learn what they
need to know to create engaging interactive content
with Flash CS6. In addition to learning the key
elements of the Flash interface, including panels,
timelines, and frames, readers learn how to work with
graphics, create and edit symbols, modify text, add
interactivity with ActionScript, and incorporate
animation and sound into their projects. They also
learn how to prepare and export their finished
projects for publishing. ¿ This completely revised CS6
edition shows readers how to generate sprite sheets
for enhanced game development workflow and
deliver apps with a prepackaged Adobe AIR captive
runtime for better user experience. The book also
covers the new, powerful, and intuitive tools and
integrated support for reaching audiences across
devices that run on Android and iOS platforms by
targeting the Adobe AIR 3.2 runtime. The companion
DVD includes lesson files so readers can work along
with the book, as well video training from Learn
Adobe Flash Professional CS6 by Video. ¿ “The
Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training
material on the market. Everything you need to
master the software is included: clear explanations of
each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the project
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files for the students.” —Barbara Binder, Adobe
Certified Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training
Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of
hands-on software training workbooks, helps you
learn the features of Adobe software quickly and
easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other book
or training program does—an official training series
from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with
the support of Adobe product experts. ¿ All of
Peachpit's eBooks contain the same content as the
print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages
of your eBook that directs you to the media files.
Helpful tips: If you are able to search the book, search
for "Where are the lesson files?" Go to the very last
page of the book and scroll backwards. You will need
a web-enabled device or computer in order to access
the media files that accompany this ebook. Entering
the URL supplied into a computer with web access will
allow you to get to the files. Depending on your
device, it is possible that your display settings will cut
off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the case,
try reducing your font size and turning your device to
a landscape view. This should cause the full URL to
appear.

The Video Collection Revealed: Adobe
Premiere Pro, After Effects, Soundbooth
and Encore CS5
Discover all that Photoshop CS5 has to offer with
ADVANCED ADOBE PHOTOSHOP CS5 REVEALED. This
book teaches advanced design techniques using one
of the most popular photo-editing programs on the
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market. Using step-by-step tutorials, readers work
with curves, levels, blending modes, painting and
drawing tools, and the latest Photoshop special
effects to create professional-quality designs and
images. They are challenged not only as Photoshop
users but as designers, following the steps a designer
would take to complete real-world projects. They also
see what works in a design and what doesn't. Readers
then take their craft to the next level by using the
advanced end-of-chapter learning projects. The
book's full-color interior and highly visual design
make this the ideal book for learning advanced design
techniques using the latest version of Adobe
Photoshop. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

The Web Collection Revealed Creative
Cloud
A guide to Adobe Illustrator CS6 covers such topics as
creating and managing documents, drawing, coloring
artwork, working with typography and images, and
preparing graphics for the Web.

Real World Adobe Illustrator CS5
Adobe Photoshop has long provided cutting edge
technology for sophisticated digital editing, and
ADOBE PHOTOSHOP CS6 REVEALED provides a solid
foundation for those looking to learn this industrystandard program. Real-world, practical examples and
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step-by-step instruction throughout offer wellrounded, comprehensive coverage of both artistic and
technical features. With extensive four-color artwork
and screenshots that support and clarify key
concepts, ADOBE PHOTOSHOP CS6 REVEALED is a
valuable resource that will give readers the
confidence they need to edit and enhance digital
images with skill and ease. The Data Files used to
complete the projects found in the book are now
available online. For access information please refer
to the directions available in the preface of the book.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Photoshop CS5 Bible
Learning has never been easier than with ADOBE CS6
DESIGN TOOLS: PHOTOSHOP, ILLUSTRATOR, AND
INDESIGN ILLUSTRATED, International Edition. This
reader-friendly book presents each skill on two facing
pages, providing detailed instructions on the left-hand
page and large, full-color screenshots on the right
page. The visual format helps you intuitively grasp
the concepts in the book and apply them to the
classroom and workplace environment.

Adobe Photoshop CS5 Classroom in a
Book
Optimize the latest version of InDesign for your most
efficient project workflow yet InDesign is a powerful
publishing tool that serves as the standard program
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for professional layout and design. The latest version
boasts a variety of updates and enhancements.
Packed with real-world examples and written by
industry expert Galen Gruman, this in-depth resource
clearly explains how InDesign CS5 allows for better
typography and transparency features, speedier
performance, and more user control than any other
layout program. Shows you the vast updates to the
newest version of InDesign, including speedier
performance, sharper functionality, and new object
styles Offers insight for taking advantage of using the
dynamic spell check, creating anchored objects that
follow text, creating object styles that can be applied
for consistent formatting, and more Shares real-world
tips and techniques as well as helpful examples from
industry expert and popular author Galen Gruman
Whether you are aiming to produce ad campaigns,
magazines, interactive PDF files, or other forms of
media, InDesign CS5 Bible offers everything you need
to know to quickly get up to speed with the latest
version of InDesign. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.

Advanced Adobe Photoshop CS5
Revealed
As the most popular image-editing application on the
market today, Adobe Photoshop is an indispensable
part of any creative designer’s toolkit. Mastering
Photoshop for photo retouching or general design
work should be the first step on your path to a career
in the visual design field. Learn Adobe Photoshop CC
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by building cool creative projects that teach you how
to: Fix common problems with photographs Colorize
black and white photos Design eye-catching
invitations and fliers Create fantastic composite
images by combining elements from different photos
Design your own wallpaper for your computer or
phone This study guide uses 8 hours of video
integrated with text to help you gain realworld skills
that will get you started in your career in visual
design using Adobe Photoshop CC. It lays the
foundation for taking the Adobe Certified Associate
(ACA) certification exam and helps prepare you for an
entry-level position in a competitive job market.
Purchasing this book gives you access to valuable
online extras. Follow the instructions in the book’s
“Getting Started” section to unlock access to: The
Web Edition containing instructional video embedded
in the complete text of the book with interactive
review questions along with product updates
Downloadable lesson files you need to work through
the projects

Adobe Illustrator CC Classroom in a Book
(2019 Release)
Real World Adobe Illustrator CS5 is the definitive
reference to Adobe's industry-standard vector
graphics software. With an easy, engaging style,
author and past Illustrator product manager Mordy
Golding takes readers through all of the features of
the program, explaining not only how to use the
multitude of features but also why and when to use
them. This edition has been thoroughly updated for
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Illustrator CS5 and includes techniques on using the
new perspective tools to draw, move, scale or
duplicate objects in perspective. This edition also
covers the refinements to Illustrator's drawing tools,
such as its Stroke panel and brushes, including the
new Bristle Brush for painting, as well as the Shape
Builder tool, which makes it easier to merge, break
apart, or modify objects. The multiple artboards that
were introduced in CS4 are easier to manage in CS5,
with a full Artboards panel. Along with tips, sidebars,
and expert commentary, there are also numerous
4-color illustrations and screen shots from
contributing artists included to offer readers the most
complete coverage on this extraordinary application.
Designers from all fields--illustrators, animators,
package designers, graphic designers, web designers,
and more--will find Real World Adobe Illustrator CS5
their one-stop guide to creating powerful designs in
Illustrator.

Engineering Statics Labs with
SOLIDWORKS Motion 2015
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR CS6 REVEALED offers you
comprehensive coverage in all areas of Adobe
Illustrator. Beginning with fundamental concepts and
progressing to in-depth exploration of the software's
full set of features, these step-by-step lessons offer
you a guided tour of all the program's great features including an illustrated tutorial on how to draw with
the Pen tool that you won't find in any other book.
This new edition highlights extensive coverage of
important and exciting new features, including
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dramatic improvements to Illustrator's built-in tracing
utility and a major upgrade for creating patterns.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Learn Adobe Illustrator CC for Graphic
Design and Illustration
Artificial neural networks are nonlinear mapping
systems whose structure is loosely based on
principles observed in the nervous systems of humans
and animals. The basic idea is that massive systems
of simple units linked together in appropriate ways
can generate many complex and interesting
behaviors. This book focuses on the subset of
feedforward artificial neural networks called
multilayer perceptrons (MLP). These are the mostly
widely used neural networks, with applications as
diverse as finance (forecasting), manufacturing
(process control), and science (speech and image
recognition).This book presents an extensive and
practical overview of almost every aspect of MLP
methodology, progressing from an initial discussion of
what MLPs are and how they might be used to an indepth examination of technical factors affecting
performance. The book can be used as a tool kit by
readers interested in applying networks to specific
problems, yet it also presents theory and references
outlining the last ten years of MLP research.

Learn Adobe Photoshop CC for Visual
Communication
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How well do you really know the Bible? For instance,
guess how many doves were aboard Noah's Ark. The
answer is not two. And guess on which day the Bible
says Jesus died. Believe it or not, the Good Book
doesn't mention Friday, and even more surprisingly,
while the Bible says Jesus rose from the grave, it does
not say it occurred Sunday morning. Remember,
Jesus' followers found an empty tomb then. But don't
feel bad if you've always assumed otherwise. Like
countless millions of people, you've just been
misinformed, misled or even (dare we say) lied to
about what the Bible actually says. In a stunning
investigation, news veteran Joe Kovacs goes on a
mission to help both Christians and non-Christians
alike find out what the Bible really contains, and what
it doesn't. "Shocked by the Bible: The Most
Astonishing Facts You've Never Been Told" is an
educational juggernaut that relies solely on the Holy
Bible to reveal hundreds of Scriptural facts that many
people of all persuasions simply don't know. The book
instantly skyrocketed to the No. 1 position in three
Bible-related categories on Amazon.com. "I'm among
the biggest fans of the Bible of all time," says Kovacs.
"My goal is to educate people about the solid truth of
Scripture and to stop the spread of erroneous
information. I want people to crack open their Bibles
and see with their own eyes what's actually printed
on the pages, and what's not. It's shocking!"
According to Scripture, you won't find "Three Wise
Men" mentioned anywhere in the story of Jesus' birth.
For that matter, none are said to have shown up at
the manger in Bethlehem. The truth straight from
your own Bible is that an unspecified number of wise
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men first met Jesus as a "young child" in a "house,"
not a babe in a manger, and it might have been more
than a year after He was born. Go ahead, look it up
for yourself. Also according to Scripture, you won't
find a single mention of Easter eggs, but you will find
God warning His people not to have anything to do
with a pagan fertility goddess, whose name is
synonymous with "Easter." "Yes, I'm a Bible-believing
Christian," says Kovacs. "But I'm not here to convert
anyone. People are free to believe whatever they wish
and can come to their own conclusions. I just want to
show them the biblical record is often very different
from what many assume. Not only will Christians love
this book, but I think Jews, Muslims and even
agnostics and atheists will get a kick out of it as well."
When the veil of presumption is removed and people
see the words that are actually on the Bible's pages,
readers will discover: Jesus said no one has gone to
heaven except Himself "Christmas" is not mentioned
in the Bible The practice of decorating a tree with
silver and gold is actually condemned by God "Easter"
has vanished from the Bible Jesus made appearances
on Earth on the Old Testament God sought to kill
Moses The destiny of human beings is not what you
think (it's not to float around on clouds in heaven)
God ran lotteries Jesus did not come to make
everyone understand His message Noah's Ark is not
said to have rested on "Mount Ararat" Noah,
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were not Jews Nagging
wives are mentioned in Scripture Women's breasts
are celebrated in the Bible There's a character in the
Bible called a "dumb ass" Underwear didn't
disintegrate despite 40 years of heavy use The worst
case of hemorrhoids in history is recorded
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Endorsement: "If you think you really know the Bible,
better think again. Joe Kovacs takes a close look at
the greatest story ever told and separates myth from
reality. My favorite parts of the book deal with
Christmas and Easter. Check out 'Shocked by the
Bible.' You may well be shocked." – Bill O'Reilly,
anchor, Fox News Channel

Adobe Flash Professional CS6 Classroom
in a Book
This invaluable, all-in-one guide provides a thorough
introduction to web design and development with
Adobe Dreamweaver CC, Adobe Flash CC, and—new
to this edition—Adobe Edge CC. In addition to detailed
information on the current interface, features, and
functionality of each program, the text includes stepby-step tutorials and hands-on projects to help you
master industry-leading software while honing
practical skills with real-world relevance. The text
concludes with a chapter devoted to integration of all
three applications to create a dynamic website
incorporating Flash and Edge elements. In addition to
accurate, up-to-date content, the text features fullcolor illustrations and an appealing, user-friendly
presentation style to facilitate learning and make
even complex material easier to master. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Adobe Illustrator CS4 Revealed
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Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest,
most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Animate
choose Adobe Animate Classroom in a Book (2020
release) from Adobe Press. The 11 project-based stepby-step lessons in this book show users the key
techniques for working in Animate. Adobe Animate
provides more expressive tools, powerful controls for
animation, and robust support for playback across a
wide variety of platforms. Create interactive virtual
reality immersive environments with VR 360 and VR
Panorama documents. Gain advanced control over
character animations with layer parenting and AIdriven lip syncing. Learn to create dynamic strokes
with the new fluid brush, and work smarter with the
revamped Timeline, Tools palette and Properties
inspector. Support for SVG, WebGL, HTML5, animated
GIFs, and HD video, and seamless collaboration with
other designers and with other Adobe applications
through Creative Cloud libraries make Adobe Animate
the ideal development environment for creative
animation and multimedia. Classroom in a Book is the
best-selling series of hands-on software training
books designed to help you learn the features of
Adobe software quickly and easily. Developed by the
training experts at Adobe Systems, these books offer
complete, self-paced lessons designed to fit your busy
schedule and help you learn the features of Adobe
software quickly and easily. The online companion
files include all the necessary assets for students to
complete the projects featured in each chapter as
well as eBook updates when Adobe releases new
features for Creative Cloud customers. And all buyers
of the book get full access to the Web Edition: a Webbased version of the complete eBook enhanced with
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video and interactive multiple-choice quizzes.

Adobe Illustrator CS6 Revealed
A cross-platform guide to the page layout program
explains how to navigate the interface, create
documents, and work with text, color, graphics, and
preflighting.

Adobe Animate Classroom in a Book
(2020 release)
The most comprehensive way to master Adobe
Illustrator CS3.

Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 Revealed
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest,
most comprehensive way to learn Adobe
Dreamweaver CC (2019 release) choose Adobe
Dreamweaver CC Classroom in a Book (2019 release)
from the best-selling series of hands-on software
training workbooks from Adobe Press. The 15 projectbased step-by-step lessons in this book show users
the key techniques for working in Dreamweaver while
editing and creating HTML and Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS). Learn how to create webpages for the
modern web; use and customize popular web
frameworks to build webpages for a wide variety of
desktop computers and mobile devices with a
minimum of hand coding; incorporate graphics and
text; add links to text and images; add interactive
elements to your pages, such as HTML5-compatible
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interactivity; work with the latest HTML5 and CSS3
code and structures; and publish a finished site to the
web. A 16th lesson (online) provides valuable handson experience in writing and working with code using
shorthand and various productivity enhancements.
The online assets also include bonus exercises for
HTML and CSS, essential to a full understanding of
web design and website development. The online
companion files include all the necessary assets for
readers to complete the projects featured in each
lesson as well as ebook updates when Adobe releases
relevant new features for Creative Cloud customers.
All buyers of the book get full access to the Web
Edition: a Web-based version of the complete ebook
enhanced with video and multiple-choice quizzes.

Adobe Photoshop CS3
Fuses design fundamentals and software training into
one cohesive book ! The only book to teach Bauhaus
design principles alongside basic digital tools of
Adobe's Creative Suite, including the recently
released Adobe CS4 Addresses the growing trend of
compressing design fundamentals and design
software into the same course in universities and
design trade schools. Lessons are timed to be used in
50-minute class sessions. Digital Foundations uses
formal exercises of the Bauhaus to teach the Adobe
Creative Suite. All students of digital design and
production—whether learning in a classroom or on
their own—need to understand the basic principles of
design in order to implement them using current
software. Far too often design is left out of books that
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teach software. Consequently, the design software
training exercise is often a lost opportunity for visual
learning. Digital Foundations reinvigorates software
training by integrating Bauhaus design exercises into
tutorials fusing design fundamentals and core Adobe
Creative Suite methodologies. The result is a cohesive
learning experience. Design topics and principles
include: Composition; Symmetry and Asymmetry;
Gestalt; Appropriation; The Bauhaus Basic Course
Approach; Color Theory; The Grid; Scale, Hierarchy
and Collage; Tonal Range; Elements of Motion. Digital
Foundations is an AIGA Design Press book, published
under Peachpit's New Riders imprint in partnership
with AIGA, the professional association for design.

Adobe Photoshop Creative Cloud
Revealed
Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest,
most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Photoshop
choose Adobe Photoshop CC Classroom in a Book
(2019 release) from Adobe Press. The 15 projectbased lessons show key step-by-step techniques for
working in Photoshop, including how to correct,
enhance, and distort digital images, create image
composites, and prepare images for print and the
web. In addition to learning the essential elements of
the Photoshop interface, this revised edition for the
2019 release covers features like the new Frame tool,
designing reflected and radial art with Paint
Symmetry, correcting mistakes with updated Undo,
Navigating the redesigned Home screen, removing
objects with upgraded Content-Aware Fill, saving time
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with simplified editing and transformations, and much
more! The online companion files include all the
necessary assets for readers to complete the projects
featured in each chapter. All buyers of the book get
full access to the Web Edition: A Web-based version of
the complete ebook enhanced with video and multiplechoice quizzes.

Advanced Adobe Photoshop CS6
Revealed
This is the eBook version of the printed book. Creative
professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most
comprehensive way to learn Adobe Photoshop CS5
choose Adobe Photoshop CS5 Classroom in a Book
from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press. The 14
project-based lessons in this book show readers stepby-step the key techniques for working in Photoshop
CS5. In addition to learning the key elements of the
Photoshop interface, this completely revised CS5
edition shows readers how to edit images with precise
selection control, correct a wide range of lens-based
errors, interactively transform their images with the
new Puppet Warp tool, and easily remove or replace
image elements with the new Content-Aware Fill
mode. The book also covers new powerful painting
effects to artistically enhance images and shows how
to combine multiple exposures into a single HDR
image. For the first time, the companion DVD will
feature, in addition to the lesson files, 2 hours of free
video tutorials from Learn Adobe Photoshop CS5 by
Video by Adobe Press and video2brain, a great added
value! “The Classroom in a Book series is by far the
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best training material on the market. Everything you
need to master the software is included: clear
explanations of each lesson, step-by-step instructions,
and the project files for the students.” –Barbara
Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor, Rocky Mountain
Training. Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling
series of hands-on software training workbooks, helps
you learn the features of Adobe software quickly and
easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other book
or training program does–an official training series
from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with
the support of Adobe product experts. All of
Peachpit's eBooks contain the same content as the
print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages
of your eBook that directs you to the media files.
Helpful tips: If you are able to search the book, search
for "Where are the lesson files?" Go to the very last
page of the book and scroll backwards. You will need
a web-enabled device or computer in order to access
the media files that accompany this ebook. Entering
the URL supplied into a computer with web access will
allow you to get to the files. Depending on your
device, it is possible that your display settings will cut
off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the case,
try reducing your font size and turning your device to
a landscape view. This should cause the full URL to
appear.

The Graphic Designer's Digital Toolkit: A
Project-Based Introduction to Adobe
Photoshop CS5, Illustrator CS5 &
InDesign CS5
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A fully updated revision of the best-selling guide to
Adobe Photoshop CS3.

Adobe Illustrator CS6 Revealed
Get ready for Adobe Illustrator CS4, the latest version
of the popular software and a major upgrade with
essential feature changes. Adobe Illustrator CS4
Revealed offers a smart, thorough, and well-designed
guided tour through this new release. The book
begins with coverage of fundamental concepts and
progresses to in-depth explorations of the software’s
full set of features, making this a turnkey solution that
offers everything you need to know about Illustrator
CS4. With added material on all the updates, this
edition explores the new while retaining the step-bystep tutorials and user-friendly design that made
previous editions so successful. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Adobe Dreamweaver CC Classroom in a
Book (2019 Release)
Dive right into video editing WITH THE VIDEO
COLLECTION REVEALED! This all-new book introduces
the video applications of Adobe CS5, including Adobe
Premiere Pro, After Effects, Soundbooth, and Encore.
Each of the four main applications is thoroughly
covered in its own chapter. Three integrated chapters
follow, with an emphasis on using features across
applications to create polished, professional work.
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Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

YouTube For Dummies
Discover all that Adobe Dreamweaver CC has to offer!
Whether you're looking for a thorough introduction to
Dreamweaver or a reliable reference for web design
and development work, this proven resource is an
ideal choice. ADOBE DREAMWEAVER CC REVEALED
combines vibrant, full-color illustrations and clear,
step-by-step tutorials to help readers master the
industry-standard web development software. In
addition to detailed information on the current
Dreamweaver interface, features, and functionality,
the text includes hands-on projects and real-world
case studies to help readers hone their skills and
appreciate their professional relevance. The text
highlights features new to CC and explores cuttingedge web standards and design trends. The author,
an experienced design professional and awardwinning educator, also emphasizes fundamental web
design principles, helping readers develop knowledge
and skills that go beyond a specific software package
and can serve them well throughout their careers.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Neural Smithing
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR CS6 REVEALED offers you
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comprehensive coverage in all areas of Adobe
Illustrator. Beginning with fundamental concepts and
progressing to in-depth exploration of the software's
full set of features, these step-by-step lessons offer
you a guided tour of all the program's great features including an illustrated tutorial on how to draw with
the Pen tool that you won't find in any other book.
This new edition highlights extensive coverage of
important and exciting new features, including
dramatic improvements to Illustrator's built-in tracing
utility and a major upgrade for creating patterns.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Shocked by the Bible
Provides a series of lessons on the basic concepts,
tools, techniques, and features of using Adobe
Photoshop CS6, covering such topics as selection
tools, layers, masks and channels, typographic
design, vector drawing, editing video, Mixer Brush,
and 3D images.

Illustrated Adobe CS6 in Print
Being a successful graphic designer today requires
more than knowing the essential features of industrystandard software applications. It also requires an
understanding of how to integrate these programs
into a seamless whole while producing work that
conforms to design principles and client expectations.
This fully revised fifth edition of THE GRAPHIC
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DESIGNER'S DIGITAL TOOLKIT provides
comprehensive overview of Macintosh OS X Leopard
and Windows 7 operating systems, design
fundamentals, and the Big 3 digital design programs
used in the graphics industry today: Adobe Illustrator
CS5, Adobe Photoshop CS5, and Adobe InDesign CS5.
The book examines the essential features of each,
then reveals in practical detail the traditional skills
and technology necessary for effective design for
print and Web Media. This project-based book
features a highly visual introduction to the essential
tools and functions of each application from the
perspective of the working designer. Readers are then
given the hands on opportunity to put what they learn
to work by tackling design projects from concept to
completion with assignments drawn from the
everyday world of professional graphic designers. All
files needed for projects and tutorials are found on
the accompanying text CD. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

The Design Collection Revealed
Adobe Photoshop has long provided cutting edge
technology for sophisticated digital editing, and
ADOBE PHOTOSHOP CREATIVE CLOUD REVEALED
provides a solid foundation for those looking to learn
this industry-standard program. Real-world, practical
examples and step-by-step instruction throughout
offer well-rounded, comprehensive coverage of both
artistic and technical features. With extensive fourPage 33/35
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color artwork and screenshots that support and clarify
key concepts, ADOBE PHOTOSHOP CREATIVE CLOUD
REVEALED is a valuable resource that will give
readers the confidence they need to edit and enhance
digital images with skill and ease. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
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